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INTRODUCTION
Thank you for supporting Next Dimension Wrestling (NDW) by purchasing this card pack. It's hard for me to wrap my head
around how much the NDW has grown since it debuted with the B.A. Jerk game card at GalactiCon 2015! What started
with a single card release has grown into a full wrestling promotion now featuring over 40 characters! There are so many
people involved with the creation of this little, independent promotion that exists as a small drop in the bucket of the
Champions of the Galaxy universe. Whether you contributed a character, played in one of our game day tournaments,
allowed us to use your likeness, provided artwork, proofread cards or handbooks, or told a friend about these cards, I
want to say a big "Thank you!" for all of your help! I really could not have done all of this myself.
The title of this card pack, Conclusion 2134, has a couple of meanings. First, this wraps up the Series Two releases from
NDW. Secondly, this is the last card pack to follow the quarterly release format that the NDW has done up until now.
Moving forward, there will be one, larger, NDW release each year at GalactiCon! This change is to keep the promotion
from growing too large and gives a bigger window for stories and angles to play out. We still plan to release special edition
cards throughout the year at our game day events, but they will only be loosely connected to NDW.
Until Captain Adam finds enough buried treasure to retire,

FALLOUT JOE
“Nuclear Winter is Upon Us!”
Jon Heel, who had positioned Headhunter Travis Deadly to be the guy to
take over the NDW Dimensional Championship picture, has grown
disappointed with Deadly’s limited success. In order to motivate Travis,
Jon Heel demoted the former leader of the Deadly Alliance to a tag-team
wrestler with Lance Romance. They will be competing under the team
name of Deadly Romance!
Buck Blake assumed that he would take over the leadership of the Deadly
Alliance after Travis Deadly’s demotion, but that was not the plan. In order
to fill the void left by Travis Deadly, Jon Heel hired the controversial
wrestler, Fallout Joe to be the new leader of the Deadly Alliance. This is
already causing a slight rift between the NDW mainstay of Buck Blake and
the newly signed Fallout Joe.
Fallout Joe comes to NDW with very little known about his past. He is a
highly skilled wrestler who uses a series of technical moves with a violent
twist. Like Travis Deadly, Fallout Joe is also a wrestler who is not only
looking to defeat his opponents in a match, but also hopes to injure them
with his trademark crowbar.
Fallout Joe’s main focus for the Deadly Alliance is to finally take out the Protectors of the Galaxy. In recent events, the
Deadly Alliance had been focused on winning titles and putting other guys on the shelf. Under Fallout Joe’s leadership,
the Deadly Alliance hopes to run Biordi and the Protectors of the Galaxy out of NDW. Fallout Joe feels that once the
Protectors are out of the way that all the championships would come their way.
There is a lot of drama around Fallout Joe amongst the other members of the Deadly Alliance. Headhunter Travis Deadly
is not happy to be relegated to a tag-team wrestler, and Buck Blake feels that he should have been the next leader of the
team. However, neither wrestler has said anything in fear that Jon Heel will take disciplinary action against them. That
said, Fallout Joe is cautious around these two individuals.
Team: Deadly Alliance
Feuds: Biordi, KnightFall
Signature Moves:
Control Rod Piledriver - spike piledriver
Design Basis Accident - snake eyes
100% Reactor Powerslam - powerslam into the corner
NUCLEAR WINTER - top rope cutter
CROWBAR ATTACK - various attacks with the crowbar

Crimson Shadow
“A New Brand of Justice Emerges from the Shadows!”
The news is out! Red Scare is not Ginger Rogers! Ginger Rogers has emerged from the Shadow Land as Crimson
Shadow. While Ginger Rogers was recovering from the orchestrated attack from the Deadly Alliance in the hospital, he
mysteriously vanished! Jon Heel, who had an informant at the hospital, was the first to receive this news. To make a
power play, Red Scare replaced Ginger Rogers in the hospital. They used the mask to hide Red Scare’s identity and
passed him off as Ginger Rogers.

When KnightFall came to Earth, Ginger Rogers was sent to the Shadow Land in his place. This was due to KnightFall’s
ring of power not properly functioning. With the ring destroyed or missing, Ginger Rogers was trapped in the Shadow
Land. Nobody even knew that Ginger Rogers was missing as Red Scare was impersonating him.
Also time works differently in the Shadow Land. While KnightFall has been on Earth for a little over a year, Ginger Rogers
has spent nearly five years in the Shadow Land. Not only that, without KnightFall being in the Shadow Land, crime is at an
all-time high! The evil villain Bloodshed has taken over. Being a hero at heart, Ginger Rogers took on the moniker of
Crimson Shadow and became a costumed vigilante after learning the lay of the land. The urban legend of Crimson
Shadow began to build over time.
Crimson Shadow’s time as a masked vigilante was short lived as he was sent back to Earth. Crimson Shadow appeared
back in his hospital bed, but who was sent back to the Shadow Land? It was not KnightFall! Crimson Shadow went to the
Knight’s School Wrestling Academy looking for answers, but he did not receive a warm welcome. He was called a traitor
and ran out of the building by security.
Next, Crimson Shadow visited the Protectors of the Galaxy headquarters. Crimson Shadow received a similar reaction
from this team. However, he got a few answers there! The Cheese, who had been tracking KnightFall’s lost ring of power,
picked up the energy signature on Crimson Shadow. Once The Cheese pointed this out, KnightFall attacked Crimson
Shadow looking for his ring, but Crimson Shadow did not have it. Caught off guard, Crimson Shadow left the Protectors.
The next night, Crimson Shadow showed up at the arena where NDW was holding an event. This is where Crimson
Shadow was first introduced to Red Scare, who was having a match with Pitt Viper. When Crimson Shadow figured out
that Red Scare had been impersonating him, Crimson Shadow charged the ring and stood face to face with his
doppleganger. The two quickly came to blows and were pulled apart by the locker room. A hush fell over the arena as
Crimson Shadow left the ringside area.
Crimson Shadow is confused and feels betrayed. His best friends thought he would turn on them, his allies have moved
on and replaced him, and there has been someone posing as him doing terrible things! Crimson Shadow also believes
that KnightFall had something to do with sending him to the Shadow Land, as this event also appears to have brought
KnightFall to Earth. However, KnightFall blames it all on his missing ring of power.
There are so many things going on for Crimson Shadow! His life has been turned upside down, twice! He does not know
who to trust. All he knows is that Red Scare will pay for ruining his good name and KnightFall will give him the answers he
is looking for, even if he has to beat them out of him! Anyone that stands in Crimson Shadow’s way will pay the price.
Team: Independent
Feuds: Red Scare, KnightFall
Signature Moves:
Into the Shadows - full nelson
Cloud the Mind - head butt
Misdirection Slam - rebounding powerslam
Out of the Darkness - dropkick into the turnbuckle
Tommy Gun Pop - reverse elbow to the stomach
SEEING RED - stepover toehold facelock

NDW TEAM ROSTERS - QUICK REFERENCE
KNIGHTS OF THE ROUND TABLE
● Di-Smash
● The White Knight
○ Cheri Cola* - Valet
● Birds of Prey
○ Eagle Richards
○ Falcon Parker
○ Cardinal Maximoff

BLACK AND BLUE CREW
● Lambert
● B.A. Jerk
● Bomb Chelle*
● Black and Blue Crew
○ Jet Black
○ Navy Blue

PROTECTORS OF THE GALAXY
● Biordi
● KnightFall
● The Cheese
● Treasure Hunters
○ Captain Adam: Space Pirate
○ Pitt Viper
● Social Butterfly* - Manager

DEADLY ALLIANCE
● Fallout Joe
● Red Scare
● Buck Blake
● Deadly Romance
○ Lance Romance
○ Headhunter Travis Deadly
● Jon Heel - Manager

GALACTIC HEROINES
● Bobbi Jo Boxer*
● Lioness*
● Goddess Galene*

WONDERFULLY WICKED
● Lamiax*
● Guillotina*
● Contessa*

MONSTER MASH
● Vladimir Plasma
● Adam Prometheus
● Creature Feature
○ Murky Waters
○ Lycan Moon

HOLIDAY HORROR
● Halloween Hank
● Snow Bunny
○ Pete Cottontail
○ Jacklyn Snow*

INDEPENDENT
● FnKen
● Rajah Ring Royalty
● Mythical Warriors
○ Battle Axe
○ Broadsword

INDEPENDENT
● Crimson Shadow
● Ooolahg
● La Belleza*
● Far, Far Away
○ Wheebo Rodes
○ Mee’la Twi’ek*

*These wrestlers compete in the PWOTG Division.
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